ArcTitan Cloud
Cloud based email archiving solution for business

Why use ArcTitan?

Functionality

Security

ArcTitan provides a much more feature rich archiving
solution than the archiving function built into Exchange
and integrates seamlessly.

ArcTitan is a cloud based email archiving solution which
can be easily set up to allow you to securely archive your
organisation’s emails and simply retrieve archived emails.
ArcTitan complies with all major regulatory standards
including HIPPA and Sarbanes Oxley.

ArcTitan allows you to rest assured that your email has
been securely archived. The solution offers a robust
cloud based email archive built on AWS, which allows
encrypted archiving and audited access to email.
The solution is compatible with all major mail servers and
includes automatic updates and backups.

Simplicity

ArcTitan’s clear user interface guarantees easy use
when archiving and retrieving archived emails. ArcTitan
ensures hassle free compliance with all major regulatory
standards such as Sarbanes Oxley and HIPAA.

ArcTitan is simple to set up and manage while being
incredibly feature rich. The solution offers customizable
role management, active directory integration, a full
reporting suite and automatic backup.

Emails archiving vs. Email back-up

There’s no comparison between email archiving and
having your email backed-up. Email back up vis PST files
offers a top level view, can be resource intensive and
cumbersome to search and retrieve emails.
Email archiving on the other hand offers a more
comprehensive approach, allowing full visibility of all
archived email, quick search and retrieval of emails and
more granular control. A cloud based solution such as
ArcTitan reduces your organisation’s onsite data footprint

Violation of industry regulations can result in expensive
fines - save yourself the money and hassle by trialling
ArcTitan for free for 30 days.
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Product features
Cloud based
ArcTitan is a cloud based email archiving service
deployed for you on AWS. The cloud based solution
allows you to spare internal resources and reduces your
company’s onsite data footprint, while guaranteeing the
same level of security as an on premise solution.
Secure
ArcTitan guarantees secure email archiving by ensuring
all passwords are hashed and encrypted, supporting TLS
encryption, scanning for viruses, offering active directory
integration and basic authentication.
Role management
ArcTitan offers granular control by allowing the
administrator to create different roles and assign these
roles to the end user. This allows the administrator to
control what level of access the end user has and whether
or not they have the permission to delete archived emails.
Legally compliant
The solution is legally complaint with Sarbanes Oxley,
HIPPA and all major regulatory standards. Legal
compliance is essential in highly regulated industries
such as health care, banking and education, failure to
adequately archive your email can result in hefty fines.

Compatible
ArcTitan is compatible with all major mail servers
and email services such as: Microsoft Exchange
2000/2003/2007/2010/2013, message attachment
stubbing, Access archives from within Outlook (requires
plugin), can use Multiple Exchange servers, can use
Multiple Exchange stores, Google Apps, Lotus Notes,
Zimbra, AXIGen, Postfix, Communicate Pro, Neon Insight,
Sendmail, Qmail, iMail and more.
Reporting
ArcTitan’s reporting suite allows for automation of
searches, which can be scheduled and delivered by
email. There is also an extensive journal reporting as PDF
or TIFF.
Scalable
ArcTitan can be easily scaled to suit your needs. The
cloud based solution returns almost instant search
results: searching 30 million emails takes less than a
second, almost instant archiving: more than 200 emails
archived a second. ArcTitan scales to over 60,000 users.
Centralized administration
ArcTitan can be securely accessed online which allows
the administrator to easily manage the solution remotely.
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SpamTitan Cloud technical specifications
Delivery in the cloud

»» Cloud based email archiving deployed for you on AWS.

Secure email archiving

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Audited access &
retrieval

»» Emails can be easily accessed using simple or advanced queries in multiple
languages.
»» Emails can be searched on a user basis and company basis.
»» Search inside all common attachment types including MS Word, MS Excel, MS
PowerPoint, PDF, RTF, ZIP, TAR, GZ and Open Office documents.
»» Explore how folder structures have changed
»» View your PST files
»» Administrators can bulk delete selected mails
»» Export infinite number of emails to file
»» Restore emails from ArcTitan to your mail server

Legally compliant

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Compatible

»» Compatible with the following mail servers:
»» Microsoft Exchange 2000/2003/2007/2010/2013, Message attachment
stubbing, Access archives from within Outlook (requires plugin), Can Use
Multiple Exchange servers, Can Use Multiple Exchange stores
»» Compatible with the following email services
»» Google Apps, Lotus Notes, Zimbra, AXIGen, Postfix, Communicate Pro, Neon
Insight, Sendmail, Qmail, iMail and more

Reporting

»» Searches can be automated, scheduled and delivered by email.
»» Extensive journal reporting as PDF or TIFF

Scalable

»» ArcTitan can be easily scaled to suit your needs.
»» Almost instant search results: searching 30 million emails takes less than a
second.
»» Almost instant archiving: more than 200 emails archived a second.
»» ArcTitan scales to over 60,000 user
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All passwords are hashed and encrypted
Supports TLS encryption
Scans for anti-virus
Active directory and basic authentication for browser access to archive
LDAP, Google, iMail and Windows single sign on authentication
Granular access control per user role

Your data is stored, transferred and retrieved using Open standards.
Ensures you are HIPPA and SOX compliant for retention and auditing
Define your own retention policies to suit your organisation and industry
Prevention deletion of sensitive emails with strict retention policies
Archives are digitally signed and verified
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About TitanHQ

About TitanHQ

TitanHQ is a software development company that develops security
software for business.
Our on-premise and cloud based products offer protection for business
against the modern threats that businesses face from email and Internet
usage. Our goal is to simplify the intricate world of internet security for our
customers. This goal has driven our business since our start in 1999 and
today we have over 5000 customers in more than 120 countries supported
by a committed team of professionals who are focused on delivering
the best products and services for companies who require solid security
products for their business.
TitanHQ is a privately owned enterprise with operations in Ireland and the
United States.

Contact details
If you are interested in learning more about ArcTitan Cloud please reach
out to us on by phone or email and one of our experienced sales engineers
will take the time to answer any questions you may have.
Phone
(US) +1 813 304 2544 (EU) +44 2038085467
(UK) +44 2038085467 (IE) + 353 91 545 500
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